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ABSTRACT 
Let F be a formally real field. The investigation of totally positive quadratic forms over F leads 
to the definition of a set of invariants of F. These invariants are used for the study of the Hasse 
invariant G(F). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We follow the terminology in [3, 51. All fields F are formally real. An 
ordering < on F induces a signature oC on the set of quadratic forms over F. 
Any a E P defines the set W(a) = {orderings < on F !a< 01. A quadratic form 
q over F has effective diagonalization (al, . . . , a,,) iff qz (al,. . . , a,) and 
W(ai)CW(aj+l) for all iE{l,..., II - l}. The field F is said to satisfy ED if 
every form over F has an effective diagonalization. Z(F) is the set of all totally 
positive elements of F. 
A form q over F is totally positive iff D(q)CZ(F) and a form q: V-+F is 
totally indefinite iff la<(q)1 <dim I/ for all orderings < . q is a torsionform iff 
2”q is hyperbolic for some IZ E N. u(F) = sup(dim qlq is an anisotropic torsion- 
form}, the Hasse invariant u”(F) = sup{dim q/q is an anisotropic totally inde- 
finite form, or dim q =O}. If u”(F) =0 then this definition is different from the 
one given in [ 11, [2], [4]. All quadratic forms will be regular. Since F is formally 
real, all quadratic forms have a diagonalization (al, . . . , a,) with a,, . . . , a, EP. 
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2. FIELD INVARIANTS 
In this section we define some invariants of the field F and we give relations 
with C(F). 
2.1. DEFINITION. Fed (F) = {q: V+Flq quadratic form and there exist 
quadratic forms q+,q- with the properties q=q+ I -q- and D(q+)cZ(F), 
ml-)CW)). 
Fed (F) contains the hyperbolic spaces, the totally positive and the totally 
negative quadratic forms. 
2.2. DEFINITION. z&(F) = sup{dim qlqEFed (F) and q is an anisotropic 
torsionform}. 
If z&(F) < cn then ud(F) E 22, since z&(F) is the dimension of a torsionform. 
If F satisfies ED then ml(F) = u(F), see [5], lemma 2.1. 
2.3. DEFINITION. &l(F) =sup{dim q\qEFed (F) and q is an anisotropic 
totally indefinite form or dim q = 0). 
Now we give definitions of special sets of quadratic forms. 
2.4. DEFINITION. &(F) = {q: V-*FIq is a totally positive quadratic form}. 
If i E trJ, ir 1 then B,(F) = {q: V-+F 1q is a totally positive quadratic form 
and there exists a quadratic form (si, . . ..sj> with the properties D((sl, . . ..+>)C 
C.Z(F) and D(q)nD((sl,...,si))=O). 
2.5. LEMMA. Suppose qEBi(F) for some i> 1, dim qz 1, and e= (s,, . . ..sj> 
is a totally positive quadratic form with D(q) n D(e) = 0. 
Then q I - Q is an anisotropic totally indefinite form. If moreover dim q = i 
then q I -Q is a torsionform. 
2.6. DEFINITION. l(F) = inf (n E R\llif q: V-+F is any totally positive form 
with dim V= n then D(q) =X(F)}, with the convention inf 0 = 00. 
This invariant has independently been defined by Baeza, Leep, O’Ryan, 
Prieto, [l]. The following observations about l(F) can easily be proved. 
2.7. 
(a) If l(F) 2 2 then B,(F) contains a form of positive dimension, 
(b) If 2 5 l(F) < 03 then Bi (F) contains a form of dimension I(F) - 1 and no 
form of dimension I(F), 
(c) If I(F)< 00 then &(F) = (0) for all ill(F) and &(F) contains a form of 
dimension 1 for i= Z(F) - 1. 
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(b) If Z(F) 2 2 then l(F) 5 Gd(F) I u’(F). 
REMARK. I(F) 5 u’(F) has independently been proved in [ 11, section 1. 
2.9. DEFINITION. Let ie NU(0). j?,(i)=sup{dim q/qEB@)). 
2.10. DEFINITION. SUppOSe l(F)< co. N(F)=min {i+/3F(i)J1 sisZ(F)}. 
2.11. 
(a) &(F)>&+,(F) for all iEtNU{O}, 
(b) j3F(i)?pF(i+1) for all iENU{O}, 
(c) &(O)=m &(l)=/(F)- 1. 
(d) pF(l) = 0 if and only if 1(F) = 1. 
We describe the fields F with N(F) E (1,2}. 
2.12. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) N(F) = 1 
(b) Z(F) = 1 
(c) z(F) = 6” 
(d) d(F) = 0 
(e) u(F)=0 
(f) Cd(F) = 0. 
2.13. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) N(F)=2 
(b) Z(F) =2 
(c) X(F)fF’ and Z(F)=D((l,w)) for all we.E(F). 
REMARK. If Z(F) = 2 then d(F) = Cd(F) = 2. 
2.14. Suppose 25Z(F)<a. 
(a) b&d(F)) r *z&(F) L 1 and j?&ud(F) + 1) % 3&(F), 
(b) pF(i)=O for all izZ(F), pF(i)sZ(F)- 1 for all iE[l,Z(F)- 11. 
(c) +ud(F) I Z(F) - 1, 
(d) N(F) 5 d(F) + 1, N(F) I Z(F) and N(F) L &d(F) + 1. 
PROOF. (c) /3&d(F)) r+.&(F) L 1 so +ud(F) I Z(F) - 1 (d) If +ud(F) + 1s 
sill(F) then i+b,(i)r+ud(F)+l and if l<i<+ud(F) then i+b,(i)zl+ 
+ &(+ud(F)) 2 1+ +ud(F). 
For any quadratic form q we define m(q) = min { 0, (q)l > ordering on F}, 
M(q)=max (a,(q)lq ordering on F). Let (al, . . . . ai, bl, ..., bj, -cl, . . . . -ck) 
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be an effective diagonalized form, a,, . . . , ai, cl, . . . , ck EZ(F), bt $Z(F), 
bj@ -Z(F), i, j, kr0. Denoting d = i+j+ k, we have the following equalities 
d=i+j+k 
m(q)=i-j-k 
M(q)=i+j-k 
. d+m(d I= ___ 
2 
k= d-M(q) 
2 
j = M(q) - m(q) 
2 
2.15. If F satisfies ED and Z(F) < 03 then u”(F) I 21(F) - 2. 
PROOF. Let q be an anisotropic totally indefinite form with effective diago- 
nalization (at ,..., aj,bl ,..., bj, -cl ,..., -c,), ar )...) ai,Cl,a;.yCkEZ1(F)) 
bt @Z(F), bj~ -Z(F), then i> 1, j~0, k> 1. 
(a) If-m(q)20 then OQsi-k. Since (at ,..., ai, --cl ,..., -ck) is aniso- 
tropic and totally indefinite, we have that is/IF(k). So dim q=i+j+ ks2is 
5 2P,(k) 5 21(F) - 2. 
(b) We prove the existence of b Ep with m(bq) 2 0. If j = 0, this is obvious, 
so we suppose j? 1. The signature of q is constant on each of the sets 
Y,=W(bl), Y,=W(b,)\W(b,-,), 2ruQ, Yj+l=W(-bj). q induces a 
mapping 4: { Y,l Y, #0} -+Z, Q( Y,) = o, (q) for some > E Y,. For any u< o 
with Y,, # 0, Y, # 0 we have that d( Y,) < Q( Y,). We choose b = b, if G( YU,) < 0, 
Q(Y,,)?O and Y,=0 for all o~{~~+1,...,~~-1}. We choose b= -1 if 
d( q+ t) < 0 and we choose b = 1 if G( Yt) > 0. With this choice of b, m(bq) ~0. 
The existence of b EF with m(bq) ~0 has for the first time been remarked to 
me by R. Bos. He proved this by using F is SAP and q induces a continuous 
mapping X(F)+& X(F) being the topological space of orderings - see [5] 
corollary 2.2 and the proof of the proposition 2.3. 
2.16. F satisfies ED and 21I(F)< 03 
+u(F) I +u”d(F) 4 +ti(F) I Z(F) - 1 < I(F) I Cd(F) I C(F). 
2.17. THEOREM. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) G(F)<m 
(2) F satisfies ED and Z(F) < 00 
PROOF. (l)+(2) It is wellknown that G(F)< 03 implies F satisfies ED, see 
the proof of [2], theorem (2.5). If I(F)r2, we apply 2.8 and I(F)~zI(F)<oo. 
(2)--+(l) If I(F)>2, we apply 2.16. If l(F) = 1 then ud(F) = 0 and since F 
satisfies ED, u’(F) = 0, see [5] lemma 2.1. 
3.THEMETHODOFQUADRATICEXTENSIONS 
In section 2 of [2], Elman and Prestel use the extension F(m) of F. We will 
consider extensions F(G), w E Z(F). 
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3.1. LEMMA. Suppose I(F) < M and w E z*(F). Let q: V-+F be a quadratic 
form, q E Fed (F), dim Vr N(F) + 1. Then we have that 
(a) q@F(1/-w is isotropic, 
(b) q is isotropic or qE (a) (( 2)) I q1 for some a E F and quadratic form ql. 
PROOF. (a) Let N(F)=i,+/3&i,), &21 and q=(al, . . ..aj. -aj+l, . . . . -a,) 
with ai E Z(F), 1 I is n and j E [0, n]. Choose bi E (a;, - wai > in such a way that 
D((h, *.*, bi,j)CW9, W(bjo+19 . . . . b,j)c -Z(F). Denote ~i=(b,,...,b,~), 
@2=(bio+,9-*.,bn). 
Since dim I/> N(F), dim .Q~>P&). This implies o(ei) no( -&) #0 and 
el I e2 is isotropic. Finally, q@F(fi)z& I &@F(f?$. 
(b) Apply [3], VII lemma 3.1. 
3.2. LEMMA. Suppose I(F)<os and wl,..., w~EZ(F). Let q:V-+F be a 
totally positive quadratic form, dim VL 1 + (2j- l)N(F). Then there exist 
totally positive quadratic forms ql, q2 such that q=ql(( wl, . . . . wj jj J.. q2, 
dim qi21, dim q2<1+(2/-l)iV(F). 
We will apply 3.2 by choosing wl, . . . , Wj in such a way that 
D(((Wl, -.., wjj))=c(F). 
If 25 I(F) < 00 then 2.14(c) proves that ud(F) < 03, so 2k~ z,&(F) < 2k+ ’ for 
some k~ N, hence any totally positive k-fold Pfisterform represents Z(F). In 
theorems 3.3 and 3.9 we will need one special Pfisterform @ = ((w,, . . . . wb)) 
with D(Q) =2(F). We can take b I k. Let h(F) be the height of F, see [3], XI 
definition 3.4. We can take 2b< h(F). 
3.3. THEOREM. I(F) < 00. Suppose O(Q) = Z(F) for some b-fold Pfisterform 
Q. Then I(F)<1+(2’-l)N(F). 
REMARKS. (1) Baeza, Leep, O’Ryan, Prieto have proved in [l] proposition 
(1.1) that u(F) < 00 implies 1(F) I: 1 + (h(F) - l)u(F). 
(2) Let II E N, n 2 1. Prestel constructed in [4], theorem (3.1) a field F such 
that D((( 1 j)) = Z(F) and u(F) = u”(F) = 2”. Baeza, Leep, O’Ryan, Prieto proved 
in [l] section 1 that for these fields I(F) = u”(F). Compare 4.3. 
We will give an analogue of 3.2 for totally indefinite forms. We start with 
two lemmas which are proved in section 2 of [2]. 
3.4. (Elman, Prestel). F satisfies ED, q: V-+F is a quadratic form. 
(a) If dim V=2n+lr3 then there exist w ,,..., w,EZ(F), aI ,..., a,E@, bEp 
such that 
(b) IfdimV=2n+214thenthereexistwl,...,w,E~(F),a,,...,a,E~,a,bE~ 
such that 
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3.5. (Elman, Prestel). F satisfies in ED, wl, . . . , wb EL?(F) and 
D(((wl, . . . . ~6)) =W). 
Suppose q: V-F is totally indefinite and qa (( wi, . . . , wb)) I Q for some qua- 
dratic form ,Q. Then q is isotropic. 
3.6. DEFINITION. I(F)<oo. We define M(F) =N(F) if N(F) odd and 
M(F) =N(F) - 1 if N(F) even. 
We remark that M(F) E 22 -I- 1. 
3.7. LEMMA. Suppose2<1(F)<m, Fsatisfies EDand weZ(F). Let q: V-+F 
be an anisotropic quadratic form and dim V=2n -t 1 rM(F)-t 1. Then there 
exist quadratic forms ql, q2 such that q=ql(( w)) I q2, dim q1 2 1, dim q2< 
<M(F) + 1 and dim q2 odd. 
PROOF. (1) Since dim V odd and dim V?M(F) + 1 E 22 we have that 
dim Vz M(F) + 2 so dim Vr N(F) -t- 1. 
(2) E(F)?2 implies that N(F)?2 (see 2.12) so M(F)? 1. 2n + 1 zM(F) + 
+lr2. So dim V=2n+lr3. 
We apply lemma 3.4 and 
4z 1-F@& (ai)( 1 (a> < 
for some wl, . . . , w,, EZ(F), al, . . . , a,, a EF. We introduce 
e= 0 (aja>(( - q.w>>, 
lcirn 
hence (Q I ( 1 ))@F(e) zaq@F(G). Q is a torsionform, Fsatisfies ED so 
Q I ( 1) E Fed (F). Since the number of variables of Q I ( 1) equals dim V and 
dim VrN(F) + 1 we can apply 3.1 and Q I ( 1) is isotropic over F(G). This 
implies that the anisotropic form q is isotropic over F(G), and q contains 
some subform (b) (( w)), see [3], VII lemma 3.1. Make a splitting 
q=ql (( w)) I q2 with dim q1 maximal. 
3.8. LEMMA. Suppose 211(F)<oo, F satisfies ED and wr,..., WjeZ(F). 
Let q: V-+F be an anisotropic quadratic form and dim V= 2n + 11 
?(2j-- 1) (M(F) + 1). Then there exist quadratic forms ql, q2 such that 
q=a((w,, -0., Wj>> 1 q2, 
dim q1 2 1, dim q2 < (2j- 1) (M(F) + 1) and dim q2 odd. 
3.9. THEOREM. I(F)<c=, F satisfies ED and D@)=Z(F) for some b-fold 
Pfisterform Q. Then 
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u’(F)1(2~- 1) (M(F)+ l)- 1 if u”(F) odd 
u’(F)~(2~- 1) (M(F)+ 1) if u”(F) even. 
PROOF. (a) If E(F) = 1 then ud(F) = 0 and since F satisfies ED, u”(F) = 0 as in 
the proof of 2.17. 
(b) Suppose that 1(F)z2. Let q: V-tF be an anisotropic totally indefinite 
quadratic form and dim VE 22+ 1. Lemmas 3.8 and 3.5 prove that 
dim V< (2b - 1) (M(F) + 1) E 22. 
REMARK. Elman and Prestel have proved for fields F satisfying ED that 
u”(F) 5 (h(F) - l)&(F) + 2), see [2], proposition (2.7). 
3.10. F satisfies ED, Z(F)< M, N(F) e2Z and D(e)=)=(F) for some b-fold 
Pfisterform Q. Then 
Z(F) s (zb - 1) N(F) - 1 if J(F) odd. 
E(F) i (26 - 1) N(F) if C(F) even. 
4.D(((w)))=Z(F)FOR SOME weC(F) 
In this section we apply the theory to fields F in which an element w exists 
such that D(( 1, w)) =2(F). 
4.1. Suppose I(F) < 03, D((( w))) = Z(F) for some w EZ(F) and F satisfies ED. 
Let q: V-+F be a quadratic form, q E Fed (F), q is totally indefinite and 
dim V?N(F) + 1. Then q is isotropic. 
PROOF. Apply 3.1 and 3.5. 
4.2. Suppose 2 5 1(F) < co, D((( w))) =2(F) for some w EZ(F) and F satisfies 
ED. Then: 
(a) i + p&) = I(F) = N(F) = M(F) for all i E [ 1,1(F)], 
@I V) E {u(F), W-3 + 1). 
PROOF. (a) Choose i E [ 1, I(F) - I] then i + p&1’) I &I(F). Lemma 4.1 proves 
that tid(F) I N(F) and by definition N(F) I i + p&i). i + pF(i) = Cd(F) = N(F) = 
=l+&(l)=I(F); 
(b) u(F) s +u(F) + &(+u(F)) = N(F) and N(F)su(F)+l, see 2.14. So 
N(F) E {u(F), u(F) + 11. 
4.3. THEOREM. SUppOSe 25 I(F)<m, D((( w))) = Z(F) for some w E Z(F) 
and F satisfies ED. Then: 
ad(F) = C(F) = u(F) = Z(F) if I(F) even 
&f(F) = u(F) + 1 = I(F) and 
ii(F) E {u(F) + 1, u(F) + 2) if I(F) odd. 
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PROOF. We apply 3.9 and 4.2. If I(F) even then M(F)+ 1 =N(F)=u(F) and 
u”(F)5 u(F). Since ti(F)z u(F) we have that G(F) = u(F). If 1(F) odd then 
M(F) + 1 = N(F) + 1 = u(F) + 2 and u(F) + 1 = Z(F) I u”(F) I u(F) + 2. 
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